Purther developments in the capture of the American naval vessel

Sight on 2434572 ZYH revealed further developments in

the recent capture of an American naval vessel. Ch'ang Bong,
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POSSIBLE PERSONALITY, REPORTED TO A HIGHER HEADQUARTERS THAT HE WAS STAYING ON AN ISLAND, J/I. PERSONALITY NUMBER 313 QUIRIED HIM AS TO WHEN HE WAS GOING TO SEND THOSE MEN TO HIS STATION (HIGHER 403). THE LOWER ECHLON REPORTED THAT IT WOULD BE A FEW MORE DAYS SINCE THEY (J/I) ARE RESISTING US NOW. HIGHER HEADQUARTERS REPORTED THAT THEY WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THE SHIPS (J/I) BROUGHT BACK IN A HURRY. MENTION WAS MADE TO THE STATUS OF AN AIRCRAFT CARRIER WHO HAD RETURNED FROM VIET NAM.

PERSONALITY NUMBER 313 REPORTED THAT THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER WAS STAYING IN SASEBO (PORT NAME IN JAPAN).

COMMENTS: NO FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.

IT IS NOT KNOWN WHETHER THE AFOREMENTIONED RESISTANCE IS DIRECTED AGAINST UNITED STATES FORCES. MENTION OF THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER LOCATED AT SASEBO IS BELIEVED TO BE RELATED TO DIRNSA 333/02/03623E2Z JA 63
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